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The Petitioner has updated the construction documents to further address the inquiries from the Connecticut
Siting Council and CT-DEEP relating to the issuance of Stormwater General Permit for the project.  These
updated civil construction documents are attached to these interrogatory responses as Exhibit A – Civil
Construction Documents Revision #8.  The CSC should also be aware that this energy from this project is
slated to be a virtual net metering project for the Town of Fairfield. Furthermore, as shown in Exhibit E
(Vernal Pool Report), Interrogatory Response Set 1, the likely alternative development of this property would
be single-family homes which would not be required to adhere to any CTH impact area criteria and would
result in a far greater impact to the CTH, and create impassable areas of manicured lawn and impervious
surfaces, and have far greater impacts.  The project should not be subjected to a double-standard when
alternative types of development of the property would not be constrained by the various criteria discussed
with the Project.

1. The Petition indicates on-site rock processing would occur during construction.  Please provide
details of this activity including, but not limited to, duration, location, and required
machinery/trucks/loaders.
RE: The Petitioner has added the following notes to the plans to provide direction to the contractor
relating to the rock and ledge removal on site.  It should be noted that this is a typical construction
practice for civil site construction for all types of site development, these methods of construction
and rock processing would not be unique to a solar development on the parcel.

ROCK / LEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN

ROCK WITHIN STORMWATER BASINS
1. Boulders and loose rock, if encountered, within the stormwater basins shall be removed from the

basin limits by excavator or mechanical means only. Any voids left by the boulders or loose rock
shall be backfilled with gravel fill.  Provide topsoil and seed mix as specified on the project plans.

2. Ledge, if encountered, shall be removed by mechanical means only.  Blasting shall not be
permitted at the site.  Ledge shall be removed to a minimum of 18” below the finished grade
elevation.  12” of gravel fill and 6” of topsoil shall be installed over the ledge.  Provide seed mix
as specified on the project plans.

ROCK THROUGHOUT THE SITE
1. Ledge, boulders, or loose rock when encountered throughout the remaining portions of the site

shall be removed as need to perform the work.  Removal shall be by excavator, or by mechanical
means only.  Blasting shall not be permitted at the site.

2. When boulders or loose rock is excavated as part of the work, any voids left behind shall be
backfilled with gravel fill.

3. When ledge is encountered at the ground surface within the work area a minimum of 6” of topsoil,
seed, and stabilization measures shall be installed over the ledge as called for on the project plans.

4. Excavated rock may be temporarily stored on site and the Contractor shall manage the material in
either of the following manners, at their discretion:

a. Rock may be removed from the site via trucks and/or trailers and legally disposed of or
processed offsite.



b. Rock may be crushed onsite, processed, and used as trench backfill or as general fill onsite.
Portable crushing equipment, processing equipment, and stockpiles shall be surrounded
by silt fence or straw bale barriers.

5. Processed rock placed on the site as general fill shall maintain the stormwater drainage patterns as
shown on the project plans.

The notes above describe what the contractor shall do when rock is encountered.  The revised
earthwork for the site, given the Revision #8 grading changes, will be 11,500 yards of cut and 6,000
yards of fill, with an overall net export of 5,500 yards.  The quantity and volume of rock is assumed
to be 30% (3,500± yards) of that overall earthwork cut.  The civil sitework contractor will determine
if crushing on site or hauling this rock off site is more cost effective once actual volume of rock is
identified in the field.  The civil contractor may revise grades associated with the current design, to
reduce overall export by increasing fill locations, this will be based on the usability of the cut materials,
amount of topsoil and subsurface conditions.

If rock crushing and processing were to occur on site, a central location for rock crusher would be set
up.  Depending on size of material, rocks may be broken by a pneumatic hammer mounted to an
excavator, to get to the rock to the appropriate size prior to insertion into rock crushing machinery.
An efficient rock crushing operation can handle 200+ yards of material per day, and it is assumed that
the crushing operation would not last longer than 2 - 3 weeks for a project of this size.

Material hauled off site be it soil or rock would be simply picked and loaded into dump trucks, with
material weights at or below applicable roadway load restrictions.

2. How would fugitive dust be controlled during rock processing? If water is used, how would waste
water be controlled?
RE:  Dust is controlled by the use of water or tackifier products to minimize airborne particles.  Prior
to the rock crushing operation, temporary sediment basins would be excavated, to protect adjacent
resources.  Water or tackifiers used for dust control, is not considered “wastewater” and should
construed similarly to stormwater runoff.

3. Would rock-crushing activities cause vibrations that could affect groundwater resources and the
water quality of nearby wells?
RE: No.  Rock crushing machinery is designed to minimize ground vibrations.  A full explanation of
a mobile rock crushing operation that would be utilized on the site has been attached as Exhibit B –
Mobil Crushing Operations.

4. Would hauling the rock/boulders from excavation/grading activities off-site reduce the potential for
dust control and water quality issues?  What is the estimated cost of removing this material from the
site compared to processing it on-site?
RE:  Dust control and water quality issues would not be increased due to a rock crushing operation if
required on site.  These are typical construction practices for civil sitework construction and should
not be viewed as a detriment to the project development.  It is significantly more costly to export
material from a site, regardless of what the material is.  However, if there are instances (as outlined in
the construction notes) to remove material from the site, it will be performed in accordance with local
and state permitting requirements.  All methods of construction will follow the requirements of the
Connecticut General Permit as well as local and state construction requirements.

5. Given the exposed boulders in the northern portion of the project footprint (as shown in the petition
photographic documentation) how does the Petitioner intend on establishing suitable erosion and
sedimentation controls before any ground disturbance activities occur?



RE:  The construction sequencing associated with the updated project civil documents outlines how
the Petitioner intends to establish perimeter erosion and sediment controls.  Exposed boulders do not
hinder the ability to secure the site’s perimeter erosion control measures.  Additional test pits have
been performed for the northern stormwater basin and minor changes have been made to the grading
design to ensure constructability.

6. To date has the Petitioner met with DEEP Stormwater Division to discuss the project?  If so, what
were their concerns and how were these concerns addressed? What is the status of the Stormwater
Permit?
RE: Yes, the Petitioner has been in contact with DEEP for several months relating to the review of
the General Permit application for the project.  The documents submitted with these interrogatory
responses have also been submitted to DEEP to attain the project’s General Stormwater Permit.  A
specific revision letter has been provided with Exhibit A – Civil Construction Documents Revision
#8 outlining the revision made to the project design based on the Petitioners coordination with
DEEP.

7. Could the Petitioner reduce the project footprint to ensure the Critical Terrestrial Habitat associated
with the on-site vernal pool does not exceed 50 percent disturbance?
RE:
The technical paper, Best Development Practices: Conserving Pool-Breeding Amphibians in
Residential and Commercial Developments in the Northeastern United States (Calhoun and Klemens
(2002)) is not a property rights mandate and was never intended nor envisioned to be used in such a
manner.

As proposed, no solar panels are within 100 feet of the Vernal Pool.

The current CTH impact for the vernal pool without the solar facility currently exceeds the threshold
of less than 25% of the CTH being developed, per the Calhoun and Klemens (2002) assessment
methodology.  The current CTH impact is 32.4% without the solar array.  If the solar array footprint
is treated as the equivalent of a parking lot (which it is not) then the CTH impact area would be 52%.
It should be noted that the reduction of CTH is based on considering solar panel array areas as
“developed” land unsuitable for amphibians.  However, these areas will not be maintained as a
typical lawn (which is excluded by the Best Development Practices as established by Klemens and
Calhoun (2002) as suitable habitat.)  The array area will be seeded to low, grasses suitable for
grazing.  Therefore, these areas will not prohibit movement of vernal pool amphibians as they move
between habitats or disperse as would a manicured lawn.  If the solar array footprint is recognized as
an area that allows movement, then there would be no impact on the CTH.  A further reduction in the
project footprint would have a negligible actual impact to the Critical Terrestrial Habitat while
significantly adversely affecting the size of the project and the savings that could be delivered to the
Town of Fairfield.

Furthermore, as shown in Exhibit E (Vernal Pool Report), Interrogatory Response Set 1, the likely
alternative development of this property would be single-family homes which would not be required
to adhere to any CTH impact area criteria and would result in a far greater impact to the CTH, and
create impassable areas of manicured lawn and impervious surfaces.

The project should not be subjected to a double-standard when alternative types of development of
the property would not be constrained by the CTH and other criteria.



8. Are wetland and vernal pool species sensitive to water temperature variations?  Would the grading
and filling of the seep areas upgradient of the wetland/vernal pool alter site hydrology so that the
seep areas are no longer contributing cold water to these water resources?
RE: The wetland and vernal pool are fed primarily by shallow groundwater breakout due to the
presence of a naturally occurring low permeability layer that is 2-4 feet below the soil surface. The
proposed storm water basin is designed to just intercept this layer and discharge to it so that the
hydrology and cool water discharge will continue to feed the wetland.

9. Would the bottom of proposed Stormwater Basin #1 intercept the water table so that it would contain
water for part of the year?   If so, what water depth is anticipated during the spring season?
RE:  Test pits were excavated in the areas of the basin to ensure constructability and address DEEP’s
hydrology requirements.  The test pits illustrated groundwater at an approximate elevations between
392.8 and 393.8.  The revised grading of stormwater basin #1 sets the bottom elevation to 392 at the
micro-pools and 393 across the remainder of the basin.  The basin has been designed as an extended
detention shallow wetlands that will periodically have a wet bottom after storm events.  Bottom
drains have been included in accordance with the Water Quality Manual to allow the bottom to drain
and not create a false vernal pool.

10. How does the wetland buffer design for the project comport with the recommendations of the 2004
Connecticut Stormwater Quality Manual in regards to protecting water quality and temperature, and
providing wildlife habitat.  Was a Function and Values assessment of the wetland performed?  If so,
please provide.
RE: A function and values assessment of the wetland was not performed, nor has it been requested
by the CSC during the extensive review of the project.  The grading operations proposed within the
wetland buffer area have been further minimized with the latest civil revision with no impacts or
clearing occurring within 50’ of the wetland edge.  There are no proposed impacts to the wetland, so
the Functions and Values of wetland remain unchanged.

11. Could landscaping or other type of vegetative plantings in the wetland buffer area enhance water
infiltration and/or site hydrology? If so, how and what type?
RE:  A wetland seed mix is proposed for both stormwater retention areas.  This seed mix includes
native species that provide a variety of vegetation that will tolerate intermittent flooding in the
basins.

12. The site plans depict a 100-foot “regulated area” from wetlands.  What does this value represent?
RE: The 2004 Connecticut Stormwater Quality Manual defines this term.  The “regulated area” is the
100’ setback from the wetland, and the language of setback and regulated are ultimately
interchangeable.

13. Would the Petitioner be willing to reduce the size of the project footprint to provide for a larger
buffer composed of undisturbed vegetation to the wetland and vernal pool?
RE: The revised civil documents provided for a larger buffer and no impacts or clearing will occur
within 50’ of the delineated wetland. The Petitioner has already reduced the project footprint to
accommodate competing interests (none of which would apply to the most likely alternative
development for the property—single family homes).  Requiring a larger buffer of undisturbed
vegetation would not have any beneficial impacts but yet would reduce the project size, the benefits
to the Town of Fairfield, and be the application of another double-standard that seeks to treat solar
projects more restrictively than alternative developments (all without any scientific basis).

14. Site Plan Sheet 7 depicts the limit of clearing north of Stormwater Basin #1 extending up to the
wetland boundary.  What is the purpose of tree clearing in this area?  How would tree clearing as
shown affect the wetland and vernal pool in regard to temperature and drying due to sun exposure?



RE: The revised plans show no clearing within 50 feet of the edge of wetland.  This will maintain the
current shade over both the wetland and vernal pool.

15. Can the Petitioner reduce the footprint of the project by using higher Watt solar modules at the site?
Higher wattage panels were specified and approved in Petition 1222A - Windham Solar’s approved
project at 90 Hartford Turnpike, Hampton, Connecticut.
RE:  The current project footprint has already been reduced throughout the review and interrogatory
process.  The project footprint represented in the current plan utilizes a 475W module, which is one
of the highest module wattages available on the market.

16. How would nutrients from livestock waste affect water quality in the nearby wetland and vernal
pool?  Are the proposed stormwater basins designed to filter out excessive nutrients/pollutants?  If
so, by what design/methodology?
RE: Based on the rotation practices that limit the presence of sheep to the site 3 to 4 weeks, two
times per year, the Petitioner and the Engineer of Record (CLA) believes that the vegetation being
grown on the site in both the upland under the panels and the water quality basin will take up the
nutrients from the sheep manure.  There will be no additional nutrient loading to the wetland.

17. Is livestock grazing an integral component of the Project or can the Project proceed without it?
RE: The project could proceed without it but using sheep for grazing is the most environmentally
responsible way to mow the project site.



18. Please describe in detail how the project design complies with Section 2(a) of Appendix I –
Stormwater Management at Solar Array Construction Projects - of the DEEP General Permit.
Section 2(a) is as follows:

RE: The letter attached with Exhibit A – Civil Construction Documents Revision #8 outlines the
revisions specifically associated with the “Appendix I” of the DEEP Construction General Permit.
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